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Color
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Wastepaper pack

MOQ 250 Pieces 250 Pieces 250 Pieces 250 Pieces 250 Pieces 250 Pieces

Packing manner Wastepaper pack Wastepaper pack Wastepaper pack

Humidity/Time Humidity/TimeHumidity/Time Humidity/Time

Wastepaper pack Wastepaper pack

Humidity/Time

Character

JDH-G series Ultrasonic mist 

humidifier adopts integrated mist 

module inside. The chip is 

replaceable. It is easy to maintain, 

and boasts high humidification 

efficiency. 

Diameter of fog output is only1-

10u. Maximum relative humidity 

reaches 99%.

Intelligent control, accurate 

humidity control: 

Humidity control system with 

imported world leading probe. The 

control precision is within + 5%.

Easy to move, convenient to 

install

Able to move, and able to be 

mounted on external wall. Both 

automatic and manual humidify 

control are available. It depends 

on you. 

Stainless steel boy, clean and 

reliable 

Equipped with standard water 

feeding gap, water release switch, 

overflow gap etc. The water 

feeding gap will fill water 

automatically.

JDH-G series Ultrasonic mist 

humidifier adopts integrated 

mist module inside. The chip 

is replaceable. It is easy to 

maintain, and boasts high 

humidification efficiency. 

Diameter of fog output is only1-

10u. Maximum relative 

humidity reaches 99%.

Intelligent control, accurate 

humidity control: 

Humidity control system with 

imported world leading probe. 

The control precision is within 

+ 5%.

Easy to move, convenient to 

install

Able to move, and able to be 

mounted on external wall. 

Both automatic and manual 

humidify control are available. 

It depends on you. 

Stainless steel boy, clean and 

reliable 

Equipped with standard water 

feeding gap, water release 

switch, overflow gap etc. The 

water feeding gap will fill water 

automatically.

JDH-G series Ultrasonic mist 

humidifier adopts integrated 

mist module inside. The chip 

is replaceable. It is easy to 

maintain, and boasts high 

humidification efficiency. 

Diameter of fog output is only1-

10u. Maximum relative 

humidity reaches 99%.

Intelligent control, accurate 

humidity control: 

Humidity control system with 

imported world leading probe. 

The control precision is within 

+ 5%.

Easy to move, convenient to 

install

Able to move, and able to be 

mounted on external wall. 

Both automatic and manual 

humidify control are available. 

It depends on you. 

Stainless steel boy, clean and 

reliable 

Equipped with standard water 

feeding gap, water release 

switch, overflow gap etc. The 

water feeding gap will fill water 

automatically.

JDH-G series Ultrasonic mist 

humidifier adopts integrated 

mist module inside. The chip 

is replaceable. It is easy to 

maintain, and boasts high 

humidification efficiency. 

Diameter of fog output is only1-

10u. Maximum relative 

humidity reaches 99%.

Intelligent control, accurate 

humidity control: 

Humidity control system with 

imported world leading probe. 

The control precision is within 

+ 5%.

Easy to move, convenient to 

install

Able to move, and able to be 

mounted on external wall. 

Both automatic and manual 

humidify control are available. 

It depends on you. 

Stainless steel boy, clean and 

reliable 

Equipped with standard water 

feeding gap, water release 

switch, overflow gap etc. The 

water feeding gap will fill water 

automatically.

JDH-G series Ultrasonic mist 

humidifier adopts integrated mist 

module inside. The chip is 

replaceable. It is easy to maintain, 

and boasts high humidification 

efficiency. 

Diameter of fog output is only1-

10u. Maximum relative humidity 

reaches 99%.

Intelligent control, accurate 

humidity control: 

Humidity control system with 

imported world leading probe. The 

control precision is within + 5%.

Easy to move, convenient to 

install

Able to move, and able to be 

mounted on external wall. Both 

automatic and manual humidify 

control are available. It depends 

on you. 

Stainless steel boy, clean and 

reliable 

Equipped with standard water 

feeding gap, water release switch, 

overflow gap etc. The water 

feeding gap will fill water 

automatically.

JDH-G series Ultrasonic mist 

humidifier adopts integrated mist 

module inside. The chip is 

replaceable. It is easy to maintain, 

and boasts high humidification 

efficiency. 

Diameter of fog output is only1-

10u. Maximum relative humidity 

reaches 99%.

Intelligent control, accurate 

humidity control: 

Humidity control system with 

imported world leading probe. The 

control precision is within + 5%.

Easy to move, convenient to 

install

Able to move, and able to be 

mounted on external wall. Both 

automatic and manual humidify 

control are available. It depends 

on you. 

Stainless steel boy, clean and 

reliable 

Equipped with standard water 

feeding gap, water release switch, 

overflow gap etc. The water 

feeding gap will fill water 

automatically.

Control Humidity/Time

Air Volume 350m³/h 350m³/h 350m³/h 350m³/h 450m³/h 450m³/h

Water-filling method

Usable floor area 20-40m² 80-100m² 100-150m² 150-200m² 200-250m² 250-300m²

Weight (kg)(Gross)

1800

Dimensions (mm) 500*430*420 500*430*420 800*430*520 800*430*520 1000*430*520 1000*430*520

Power Input (w) 300 600 900

（-）5-40℃ （-）5-40℃（-）5-40℃ （-）5-40℃

1200 1500

（-）5-40℃

The Volume of water tank

Work Temperature （-）5-40℃

18Kg/h

Voltage/Cycle 220VAC/50HZ 220VAC/50HZ 220VAC/50HZ 220VAC/50HZ 220VAC/50HZ 220VAC/50HZ

Humidification Capacity 3Kg/h 6Kg/h 9Kg/h 12Kg/h 15Kg/h

Model Number JDH-G030Z JDH-G060Z JDH-G090Z JDH-G120Z JDH-G150Z JDH-G180Z

Photo 


